Excursions 1

While the jury is working, the contestants had their first excursion day, with groups going to

Meyer-Shipyard Papenburg,

Transrapid maglev track Lathen,

Miniatur Wunderland Hamburg,

and Klimahaus Bremerhaven.

On Saturday

from 7:00 Breakfast
from 7:00 Team Guides pick up lunch packages at the IRC
9:30 Departure Buses 4, 9, 5, 10, 11 to Sportsgarden
9:30 Departure Buses 3, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14 to Schlachte
9:45 Departure Buses 1, 2 to Eurogate Bremerhaven (please take your ID card or passport along)
15:00 Arrival back on campus
from 15:30 Barbecue
16:00 Team and senior guide meeting in the CNLH
19:30–21:00 Soccer quarter- and semifinals
20:00 Informal Math Lecture “How to solve diophantine equations” by Michael Stoll, Universität Bayreuth, in the Research II Lecture Hall
20:00–22:00 Board Game Lounge / The Other Side
22:30–01:30 IMO-Disco with Karaoke Competition / The Other Side

Enjoy the day!

Soccer quarterfinals

Finland/India/Romania/Turkmenistan (1A) – Iran/Netherlands/Denmark (2B)
Slovenia/Croatia/Argentina/Albania (2A) – Brazil/Mexico/Honduras/Chile (1B)
Ireland/Georgia/Bangladesh/Zimbabwe (1C) – Poland/Norway/Azerbaijan/Mongolia (2D)
Ecuador/Greece/Cyprus/Venezuela (2C) – Serbia/Bosnia&Herzegovina/Montenegro (1D)

Short announcements

The common-rooms in the Colleges are still closed.

Thai Le Tran, team guide of Vietnam, will organize an outdoor game – a mix of dodgeball and relay race – at 9:30 on Sunday on the Campus green. Rules will be explained by him just then. Participants should wear colored T-shirts. Some guides will be needed as judges, please contact him at 0176-49415196.

We have received this greeting, which we will relay here: Soy el Dr. Marcelo Abad, de Ecuador. Les deseo exitos a los organizadores y participantes de la IMO 2009, y en especial a mi hijo Christian Abad Coronel representante de Ecuador. Saludos, Dr. Abad

Weather report

Partially cloudy in the morning with possibly a few rain showers in the afternoon. Sunday and Monday some rain, chance of thunderstorms. Temperatures around 20 °C. Tuesday sunny and up to 25 °C.